Emerging Biomimetic and Biohybrid Systems: Mechanics, Design and Application

Abstract: Grand challenges facing human society in the 21st century mostly emerge at the interface between human and machines. To efficiently tackle these challenges, the development of future real-world technologies will depend strongly on our understanding of the principles underlying living systems, and utilizing these capabilities in forward design of synthetic and biohybrid systems. In this talk, I will present our recent experimental and theoretical studies on emerging biomimetic and biohybrid systems including, 1) Mechanics and design of artificial compound eye camera, 2) Design and manufacturing of 3D curvy electronics, and 3) Design and fabrication of biohybrid valveless pump-bots capable of pumping fluids powered by engineered skeletal muscle. Underlying mechanics theories, design and fabrication approaches, potential biomedical applications, and the future of biohybrid designs will be discussed. The successful investigation of these systems will not only boost our capability in developing new materials, devices and robotics that possess unprecedented functions and capabilities, but also inspire new technology development for applications toward solving real world problems in health, medicine and environment.
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